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In August 2010, I participated in the Eyes, Wings and Roots Project of CONACULTA (National  
Council for Culture and the Arts) by giving a children’s photography workshop for 16 boys and girls in  
Hueyotlipan, Tlaxcala. 

For a week, the participants photographed their environment with analogous cameras every day. 
Teaching photography not as an end but as a means gives a child the tools to be able to discover 
the power of his vision and freedom.  

By editing photographic sequences, they managed to create personal histories that discovered 
subjective ways of seeing in terms of a genuine visual narrative. 

Each individual experience combines with collective work that makes it possible to find out about 
the social and cultural environment of a community. 

For years I traveled throughout Mexico photographing various communities and attempting to 
move away from a folkloric, anthropological point of view. As a result of the teaching experience I 
obtained by giving workshops in Guelatao, I realized that the best way to get closer to a population 
through photography is by giving the locals cameras. 

Mariana Rosenberg 
Mexico City, 2010
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My name is Victor, I’m 7 years old.
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My name is Joeamy Enid, I’m 8. I like pictures very much and I have my  mother 
who is 31  and I have a sister, her name is Alma.
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My name is Arly Karime, I’m 9. I love pictures and I have my mother who  is 39  
and I had a brother but he died and I have four cousins, one is called Alma, 

Lluvia and Noemi and I have a cousin called Aaron and I like math, music a little 
bit, but I do like cameras.
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My name is  Zullin Fabían Campos Carillo. Soon I will go to  3 “A”. I have my mo-
ther, her name  is  María Elisa, my father’s name is  Juan Alfredo and my brother 

will attend  college, his name is  Otli. I’m eight and a half. I’m from Hueyo.
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My name is Uriel but they call me  Curiel, my mom’s name is  Catarina, I’m 9.
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My name is Viridiana, soon I will go to  3 “A”,  this is the first time I come to the 
photo class. I’m 8. I live with my grandparents. I like Spanish, Math and music.
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My name is José de Jesús. My life is sad and boring, although my life is sad my 
mother pampers me. I have a brother and three half brothers and I don’t love 

my father and I’m 9. 
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My name is : Lluvia Leslí G. H. I am: 9 . I come from: San Idelfonso. I like: 
Coming to my courses, playing soccer and basketball,eating shrimp and fish.
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My name is Jessica Hdez. Hdez. I’m 10 , I’ll be 11 soon, I will go to 6th . grade, 
I believe I am different from all the girls in what I like. I like to use the 

computer or play but I am shy. Good bye. 
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My name is  Omar. I’m 10.  I passed to 6thC. I like to watch TV and play. 
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My name: Eliza Cova R.
I am: 12. I  started junior high and what I like the most is making handcrafts. 

My favorite color is purple. I’m an only child and I live in Recoba.
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My name is: César Uriel. I am 11. What I like the most is to play with my mobile, 
run, read  The Blood of a Champion. I passed to junior high.
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I’m César, I’m 12. I like animals, painting and drawing. I started junior high, 
I also like to have fun with my friends. I like going to the country with my  

grandpa. I am from Hueyotlipan and I like traveling to other places and playing.
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I’m  Lorena Emilya B.B. I’m 12 .  I passed to junior high second year, I love pets 
such as: dogs, cats, etc. . I like to read.  My favorite color is: black, red, purple, 

gray and blue. I’m an only child. 
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I’m Erik Saúl Susano V.  I’m 12.  I’m in junior high first year. I like listening to 
music (rock, folk music y reggae)
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My name is Yoloxóchitl  and it means heart flower in nahuatl. I’m 17 years old. I’m 
the eldest. I have a younger sister, I get along with her, sometimes it seems that 

we are friends more than sisters.

I like candies and it’s better if they are red, he he! I enjoy  when my mouth turns 
red. My favorite color is brown. I like puppies very much.
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